ERROR ANALYSIS OF WRITING VERBS IN DISCUSSION TEXT
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Abstract:  
The objective of this study is to find out the error types of writing verbs in students’ discussion texts and to identify the factors causing verb errors at the fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan. The subject of this study is 20 students. The limitation of the problem is to classify the students’ errors based on Linville’s error types in writing verbs, there are subject-verb agreement errors, verb tense errors, and verb form errors. This research is using qualitative method by collecting data from documents, questionnaires, and interviews. The result showed that the highest error which most students made is subject-verb agreement. Its frequency is 105 errors or 78.95 %. The second common error is verb form with 15 errors or 11.28 %. The third common error is verb-tense with 13 errors or 9.77 %. The factors causing verb errors are interlingual factor and intralingual or developmental factor. It is influenced by the students’ lack of knowledge and understanding of the use of verbs.
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INTRODUCTION  
Generally, English is taught and assessed in terms of four skills, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Those four skills are divided into two types, namely receptive skills which consist of listening and reading, and productive skills which consist of speaking and writing. All the skills are needed in learning English, because they have their own important role. But, Brown (2000, p. 216) stated that “the most obvious approach to analyze interlanguage is to study the speech and writing of learners.” It makes writing needed to learn. Since, writing is the productive skill that involves grammatical in a structured way.

In writing skills, grammar is a major role to produce sentences in a text. It corresponds with Brown (2001, p. 362) who said that “grammar is the system of rules governing the conventional arrangement and relationship of words in a sentence.” The students need to acquire basic grammatical knowledge to write effectively. In grammatical rules, a sentence usually consists of subject, verb, and object. A sentence can be meaningful because there is a verb as word that can express action of the subject. But, some
students still make errors in writing some verbs in a text.

The fact shows that the fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan face erroneous in writing verbs. It corresponds with Corder (1981, p. 36) who suggested that “error is described by the application of linguistic theory to the data of erroneous utterances produced by a learner or a group of learners.” The students usually make an error in writing verbs especially in discussion text. As mentioned by Linville (2004), the error types of writing verbs are usually found in subject-verb agreement errors, verb tense errors, and verb form errors.

Based on the point of view, the students make error in writing verbs. This is in line with Thornbury (1999, p. 114) who noted that “grammar errors, on the other hand, cover such things as mistakes in verb form and tense.” The example is given in terms of a student’s writing. The students write about the discussion text entitled “Should we marry someone who supplies us money than someone whom we love?” In that writing activity students wrote, Money and love is something interdependent. Most of students wrote is as the verb on that sentence. The wrong verb belongs to subject-verb agreement error, and the students should have to write, Money and love are something interdependent.

Some errors have been made by the fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan indicated that there are causes of error which influence the students’ writing. As mentioned by Touchie (1986), there are two major factors cause of errors in second language learning, namely interlingual factors and intralingual or developmental factors.

Related to those cases, this study investigates error analysis of writing verbs in discussion texts made by university students, which focus on finding out the error types of writing verbs and identifying the factors causing verb errors made by the student in writing discussion texts.

METHOD

In determining the site and participant, the writer uses purposeful sampling. As supported by Creswell (2012, p. 206) “in purposeful sampling, the writer intentionally select individuals and sites to learn or understand the central phenomenon.” Purposeful sampling usually applies to both individuals and sites. This study involves 20 of fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan. The participants are chosen regarding two reasons. The first is the writer chooses the fourth semester students of English major because the material about discussion text is taught in the fourth semester students of English major. The second is the writer chooses University of Kuningan, since those place is a strategic place for both the writer and the participant to conduct this study.

The data in this research is taken through documents, questionnaires, and interview. The first is documents which are used to give information for the writer to know the problem that is faced by the students on the usage of verbs in writing discussion text. The step in collecting documents of this study is the writer asks permission to the teacher of writing course in English major of University of Kuningan, to collect the students’ discussion text as data instrument for this study.

Questionnaires are used to collect the information about factors which is causing the students make verb errors in writing discussion text. According to
Gay et al. (2012, p. 388), “a questionnaire is a written collection of self-report questions to be answered by a selected group of research participants.” The questionnaires of this study use multiple choice questions. The questionnaire consists of some questions to collect the data for identifying the factors causing verb errors made by the student in writing discussion texts. A questionnaire could be easy analyzed by uses Likert Scale from Fraenkel and Wallen (2009, p. 126), namely 5 = Strongly Agree, 4 = Agree, 3 = Undecided, 2 = Disagree, 1 = Strongly Disagree, and closed questions.

The third is interview. It is equally popular to observation in qualitative research. Creswell (2012, p. 217) stated that a qualitative interview happens when writers ask one or more participants general, open-ended questions and record their answers. Gay et al. (2012) added that there are types of interview, namely unstructured interview and structured interview. Hence, this study uses structured interview because the writer prepare a set of questions to acquire the necessary information.

There are a number of steps taken in conducting an error analysis (Gass & Selinker, 2008). The first is collecting data, when this is typically done with written data. The second is identifying errors, it means finding out the error. The third is classifying errors, to classify the errors into the theme. The fourth is quantifying errors to know the total number of errors. The fifth is analyzing source, and the last is remediate, based on the kind and frequency of an error type, pedagogical intervention is carried out.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the study, a lot of students made errors in writing verb. Terror types of writing verbs in discussion text, such as subject-verb agreement errors, verb tense errors, and verb form errors. By analyzing the students’ discussion text, the writer obtained the results as presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Error types of writing verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 described the result of error types of writing verbs from the students’ discussion texts. The writer found 133 errors consist of 105 subject-verb agreement errors, 13 verb tense errors, and 15 verb form errors. These table also presented the percentage of subject-verb agreement errors were 78.95 %, verb tense errors were 9.77 %, and verb form errors were 11.28 %. Based on the study, a lot of students made errors in writing verb. The writer found error types of writing verbs in discussion text, such as subject-verb agreement errors, verb tense errors, and verb form errors. Some examples are given below:

1) They supplies money for their son. (incorrect)
   They supply money for their son. (correct)
2) He come from South Korea. (incorrect)
   He comes from South Korea. (correct)

The first error is basic subject-verb agreement error, the wrong verb is written by the student in the discussion text. The verb supplies, it should have to write supply. Since the subject did not agree with the singular verb. Then, the second error is made in subject-verb agreement using final -s/-es. The wrong verb come should be added by -s because the verb did not agree with the subject in singular pronoun.

1) Financial stills needed to welfare the family. (incorrect)
   Financial is still needed to welfare the family. (correct)
2) All the facilities has been guarantee. (incorrect)
   All the facilities have been guaranteeing. (correct)

The first verb tense error occurred in passive sentence use the present participle (Azar, 1989). This error produced because the sentence needs verb is. While, the second verb tense error has been guarantee, it should have to write have been guaranteeing, because the subject is plural noun. It belongs to present perfect continuous. According to Azar (1999), the form of present perfect continuous is: have/has + been + -ing (present participle).

1) They will trying hard to make us… (incorrect)
   They will be trying hard to make us… (correct)
2) Love is place to sharing. (incorrect)
   Love is place to share. (correct)

The first verb form error produced the incorrect verb will trying, it should have to write will be trying. Since, as explained by Knapp and Watkins
(2005) the -ing form is used for the progressive tense. Then, the second error occurred in using -ing form. The incorrect verb to sharing should have to write to share, because after to infinitive always followed by verb 1.

In analyzing causes of error which faced by the fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan especially in writing verbs, the writer obtained the data result from two instruments, namely questionnaires and interviews. Those instruments had been used to know the dominant factor which faced by the students. It is between interlingual and intralingual or developmental factors.

Based on the questionnaires that have been analyzed by the writer, there were two factors causing verb errors in writing discussion text made by fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan, namely interlingual factors and intralingual or developmental factors. However, there is a dominant factor which caused verb errors in their writing. The writer obtained the results in the following table.

Table 2. The factors of students’ errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Interlingual Factor</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>48 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Intralingual or Developmental Factor</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>52 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1297</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 presented the factors of students’ error in writing verbs in their discussion text. The results showed that interlingual factor is 628 representing with the percentage is 48 %, and intralingual or developmental factor is 669 representing with the percentage is 52 %. Related to those result, the writer assumed that the dominant factor which caused the students made errors in writing verb is intralingual or developmental factor.

Meanwhile, after analyzing interviews from the student’s responses, the writer found the factor which caused verb errors in students’ discussion texts. Based on the student’s responses for the first question, the writer assumed that interlingual factor is one of the causes of error in writing verbs. It corresponds with Touchie (1986) who said that the native language of student plays a significant role in learning a second language. The students did not know the verb in English, it made them write verb by using their native language. One of the students also still made errors when using the ending –s in third person singular pronoun. This is in line with Noori, Shamary, and Yasin (2015) who assumed that some students usually omit such –s when the subject is singular.

The interview data result from the second question, the writer thought that interlingual factor has a role in causing verb errors. According to Brown (2000), the beginning stage of learning a second language is the negative influence from the native language. The students still made error in translating words in Indonesian into English.

From the result of interview for the third questions, the writer found that intralingual or developmental factor is a major factor in second language learning. It showed from the student’s responses, because there are many statements who explained that intralingual or developmental factor
influence the student’s writing discussion text. As explained by Brown (2000), intralingual occurred because the negative influence from the target language itself. A lot of students still confused in using -ed or -s form, and in deciding tenses in a text.

CONCLUSION
Error types of writing verbs which are found in students’ discussion texts consist of subject-verb agreement errors, verb tense errors, and verb form errors. The highest until the lowest frequency and percentage verb errors derives from subject-verb agreement (105 errors or 78.95 %), verb form (15 errors or 11.28 %), and verb tense (13 errors or 9.77 %).

There are two factors causing verb errors namely interlingual factor and intralingual or developmental factor. The writer found that intralingual or developmental factor is the dominant factor which is made by the 20 of fourth semester students of English major in University of Kuningan when they produce verb errors in their discussion texts. At the study, 48 % of the questionnaire results showed that interlingual factor is the lowest percentage, and 52 % questionnaire results showed that intralingual or developmental factor is the highest percentage.

Interlingual factor and intralingual or developmental factor causing the students made verb errors. However, the dominant factor is intralingual or developmental factor which is influenced by the students’ lack of knowledge and understanding of the usage of verbs. In other words, they made an error in using subject-verb agreement, deciding verb form like -s/-es form, -ed form, and -ing form, and the students also still confuse in using tenses especially in discussion texts.
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